
Standard Rugged xCase 
for Surface Go
The ultimate protection and production for Surface Go 

Our newly enhanced design with next-level Surface tablet 
protection is now Microsoft Designed for Surface® (DfS)  
certified. Expand production while protecting your investment 
with the proven rugged xCase for Surface Go, from the  
leaders in rugged mobility.

What’s included with the Standard Rugged xCase

xCase for Surface Go
Compatible with Surface Go Surface Go 2

Standard
A Rugged xCase
B Removable Snap Wall
C Protective Port Covers
D Briefcase Handle
E Snap Mount
F Type Cover Loop
G  Back Hand Strap
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https://www.mobileworxs.com/product/microsoft-surface-go-2-standard-rugged-case/
https://www.mobileworxs.com/product/microsoft-surface-go-2-standard-rugged-case/


A FEATURE-RICH PRODUCTIVITY TOOL
Achieve more with MobileDemand’s ingenious xCase for Surface.

PORTABILITY
Every xCase comes with a convenient easy-carry briefcase 
handle. Having the ability to safely transport your Surface 
tablet throughout the day helps eliminate accidental drops. 
Mounting tabs are designed so that the briefcase handle can 
be attached for both horizontal and vertical applications.

REMOVABLE SNAP WALL
Take advantage of rugged Surface 2-in-1 capabilities 
thanks to MobileDemand’s clever snap wall design offering 
complete device protection. When using a keyboard simply 
detach the snap wall to convert the Surface device into a 
rugged laptop and reattach for 360º protection when  
keyboard is removed.  

FEATURES
Fatigue can quickly creep in during the work day. The back 
hand strap holds securely yet comfortably, eliminating the 
strain that comes from holding a tablet for extended periods of 
time. A versatile snap mount rail for endless mounting solu-
tions and sealed ports for added protection are also included. 
Additional Premium xCase accessories include an easel and 
stylus holder with tether for added convenience. 

MOUNTING MADE EASY
Mounting is a snap with MobileDemand’s quick release snap 
mount system. Allows safe and secure mounting for the 
toughest applications including warehousing, manufacturing, 
construction, logistics, and so much more. Built rugged to 
survive the everyday bumps and bruises common to forklifts, 
vehicles and delivery trucks.



WHAT MAKES THE xCASE SO DURABLE?
Extreme durability is made possible by the combination of a PC/ABS hard plastic outer shell 

and inner silicone rubber boot that fully encases the Surface device. 

RAISED RUGGED CORNER BUMPER DESIGN
Raised rubber corner bumpers absorb impacts and provides 

exceptional protection for all edges and screen.
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